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Abstract 
In this paper we describe niusic retrieval in ICOR (Intelligent COntenr Retrieval). a projcct of Darmstadt TU. It is the goal of 
ICOR to find new interfaces to Support applications olmusic video and music CDs. AIthough the projeci consists of audio 
and video analysis we ~xncentrate on a description of the audio algorithms in lhis paper. Wr describe our MPEG-7 like data 
structure to store meta information for music pieces and explain which algorithms we use to analyze the content of music 
pieces auti~matically. We currently use an applause detection to distinguish live music from studio recordings, a genre classi- 
fier to distinguish pieces with beats (for example disco musicj from classical music, and a singer recognition. 

Keyword!;: Content processing, automatic audio classification, audio analysis, audio retrieval 

1 Introduction 

In the last decade audio and video content processing became a major research issue,. Early works dealt with the automatic 
recogniiion of video cuts [ZKS93] and with the automatic recognition of genres like newscast [ZGST94, FLEY51 or sports 
games [G!iCZS95]. Since that a great variety of different approaches to the automatic analysis of video and audio have been 
described. These can be categorized as follows: . Fundamental research. 

Conteiit-based research addrcsses a lot of fundamental problems, for example image similarity [SCA98], or a i-ecognition 
of vidi:« cuts [ZKS93]. Also many other research areas are involved, for example image processing. neural networks or 
signal processing. 
General indexing and retrieval systems. 
Startirig with QBlC [FSNA'~~] ,  systems such as lnformedia [SC95], Virage [www.virage.com], ond VideoQ 
[CCMSf97] which provide methods for retrieving digital images and videos by using visual examples andlor sketches 
for qu'erying. and matching statical and dynamical visual cues. such as color. texture, shape, motion, and spatio-temporal 
composition attained rhe nttention of the puhlic. These sysrems are not restricted in icrms oi applicability for different 
purpojes. 
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Specialized indexing and retrieval Systems. 
Specialized systems have been descrihed which focus on the implernentation and solution of problems which are narrow 
in a sense that the solution cannot be adapted io other applications. An example is the irnage retrieval for petroieurn 
applications described in [LSCB99]. 

Many systems which have been described follow a bottom-up approach, as the algorithms which have to be used to imple- 
ment 1he specific parts of a system are developed and the system is then assembled frorn those. 

A general problem which can be ohserved is that many projects irnplement their own set of algorithms. This can be 
explained by the fact that content processing algorithms are often application-specific and cannot be reused in another con- 
text. Another disadvantage is that many published algorithms tend to claim that their new algorithm is the best, but that neu- 
tral perf»rniance comparisons like [BR9h,Lie99] are quite rare. Another problem is that many systems provide a complex 
User interface where the natural interaciion in the form of texi is neglected. It can be assumed that only those systems will be 
accepted widely which provide a straightforward look and feel and which hide the nature of algorithms from the User. 

In this paper we present the ICOR (Intelligeni COntent Retiieval) system currently being developed at the Technical Uni- 
versity of 1)armstadt. ICOR is used io index and retrieve music pieces from different genres (classical niusic, rock music. 
jazz and soul). The difference between other systems ancl ICOR is that we follow a top-down approach based on an MPEG- 
7 like modi:l of music clips. Our approach hence starts wiih a User interface with a common look and feel. The needs of the 
User inteifaice are then mapped onto our data model. Using the rnodel we are able to derive the sei of algorithms which have 
tobe  incorporated into the system, enabling us to reuse those algorithms which seem to be state of the arl (for example cut 
detection). ' f ie  paper hence explains the audio data model and hlghlights the audio algorithms necessary for our purpose. We 
understand ICOR as a first bui proniising siep into the direction of developing powerful but natural User interfaces, using the 
emerging PdPEG-7 standard to develop content retrieval systems which Center around the needs of the end-user. 

The paper 1s structured as follnws: in Section 2 we explain the data model we use to structure the content of music pieces. 
We also derive the algorithms necessary 10 analyze the underlying content. In Section 3 we explain the algorithms we use to 
analyze thi: content of music pieces. Section 4 presents ourexperimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides 
an outloot. 

2 ICOR Data Model 

ICOR aims at indexing and retrieving pieces of music, which have been recorded either from a video oi  from an audio CD. 
The functi'onality we offer to the User consists of the following aspects: 

retriev;il of name of artist or director, 
retrieval of title of piece of music 
retrieval of genre (classical music, iock rnusic, jazz, und soul music) 
search for pieces which are slower/faster/equally fast with regard to a reference clip 
search for similar pieces. 

Having performed a search the User gets a scrollable list which contains the possible answers. Clicking on one of the answers 
Opens a player which plays back a piece of music. To be abIe to rnap the requirements of the User interface to the necessary 
algorithm!; we use an MPEG-7-like music model. As MPEG-7 is an emerging standard, no oblipatory model can be used. 
However, the MPEG gioup uses a set of proposals in the standardization piocess. Our model has been developed based on 
these proposals. We currently use the following modeI where we highligh~ the content similar to the language C instead of 
XML for ihe sake of clarity. 



cd(lD=string) ( 
title=strin& 
type=string 
artist=strirrg // name of artist 
session-ty pe=song-type 
genre=genre-type 
label=stririg 
company=:string 
date=DATE 
link=string 
song=list(song-type) 
1 

- 

data-struct(song-type) ( 
title=string 
lype=song-type 
genrc=genre-type 
label=string 
company=string 
date=DATE 
info (string] 
description=descriptive-daia 
vocals=list(lead-vocals) 
musicians = list(musician) 

Iappiaur  = appiaux-type 

extra<:ted_by(){see abovr 1 
link=!rtring 

data-struct(app1ause) ( 
type=slring 
position()( 
start:=TIME 
end=-TIME 
duration=TIME 

1 

3 Audio Analysis 

data~.struct(musician) ( 
vocals() ( 

list(artist) 
1 
instruments()( 

lisl(artist, instrumen'type) 
1 

data-stiuct(bpm-type)( data-struct(descriptive-data) ( 
beats_per_minute=bpm-type 

extracted-by() Iink=string 
name= matrixlvectoilraw 

To fill the proposed MPEG-7 model with meta data audio features have to be extracted automatically. The algorilhms we 
apply include: - an algorithm to detect whether the examined piece is a live or a studio production. To achieve this goal we search for 

appearances of applause or massive hand clappings within the audio data, considering that applause is represented as a 
statisiical energy distribution over some specific frequency band. - an algorithm to calculate the beats per minute of a music piece ro bc able to take the decision what kind of genre the 
examiiied dara brlongs to. 
'The last and most complex analysis is needrd for a singcr recognition. The algorithm we use grounds on the extraction of 
the unchangeable vocal track characteristics every artist has. 

data_struct(lead~vocals) ( 
name=string 
extracted-byO ( 

name= matiixlvectorlraw 
1 
link=string 

1 

data-struct(instrument-type) ( 
name=string 
link=string 

1 

The mechanisms and algorithms for the automatic classification described above will now be described in detail, starting 
with the detection of applause within the audio data stream. 

I 

3.1 Applause Detection 

Applause can be represented as a frequency band where the energy is distributed statistically. This is due to the fact that 
applausr can be modeled as peaks which we distributed statistically. In Figure 1 a close relation between the synthesired 
applause signal and gaussian noise fillered by a bandpass digital tilter can be obseived. This phenomenon can be taken for 
common wirh slight paranieter changes for different iccordings. These parameters arc mninly the center frequency of the iie- 
quency di~strihution and the width of the frequency band. 



Frequenry P101 ofsynlherimd Applause 
Frequency PIN oi bandpass rillered gruaian Nase 

Figun I: Specrral plots of synthesized applause and filtered noise 

Tobe ahle io recognize applause we propose to calculate ihe gravity poini and the variance of the energyl Frequency distribu- 
tion of eveiy frame. If the difference of subsequent values is close to constant during some interval A , ,  rve observed that it is 
very likely thai there 1s an occurrence of applause. 

3.2 Detection of Applause in the Audio Data Stream 

Oui aigorithm staits with the computation of a time frequency representation of ihr audio data using the Fourier Time Trans- 
furmation i'FIT) [Tsr72, TGSSZ] using a similar algoriihm as described in [HeKeY2].The Fourier Time Transfomation is 
described by the following formula: 

The Erequency distribution has to be compuied with a varying iime scale to obtain an acceptable performancs. reducing the 
distance between two analysis points when a match has heen detected. Hence. the recognition of an applause segnisnt 
present during the iime when the pattern can be found can be done in 1i reasonable amount of tinie. To locate ihe applause 
Pattern exzimine the statistical features of U time interval. The power specirum of applause is illustrated in Figure 2. This 
dcnse kind o t  spectrum is generated by overlaying a sequence of 15 frames. 



Having <:alculated the energy distribution of the signal over all frequencies at a given time t. the mass center and the dis- 
trihution of rhe energy around the center have to becalculated. If these data meet a statistical distribution, w i  consider this as 
a matching pattern for applause. We then refine the time scale to verifj the occunence and to dete~.t the begin and the end of 
the applause sequence to be stored in our MPEG-7 data rnodel. This approach also allows for a manual verification of the 
recognition result. I €  applause has been located wiihiii ilie audio dvta thc piccc is marked as a "live"-recording. 

Figure 2: Mean energy over frequency with Gauss-fitted function 

3.3 Recognition of Drum and Bass 

The humaii perception of rhythm mostly uses the structure of the lower frequencies of sound, as well as steep increases of 
volumelloudness to sy nchronize the occunences. Thus we consider these items as the key paits of the detection process 
[SPE96al Pfei991. Music pieces often use rhythm instruments similar to drums or bass-guitais. 

In Figurc 3 the temporal signal and the resulting energy disiributioii of a drum and a hass note are displayed It is can he 
observed that the steep increase of loudness can be detected easily. Our approach focuses on this observation, using a low- 
frequency band for detection. An advantage of that approach is also the lower computational cost. 

Assuming that the beats per minute and the rhythrri structure do not vary 10 a large extent in the given audio data, and that 
the audio data only contains a single piece of music we use two different methods to recognize Ihe beat of a music piece: 

a method to count the beats per minute aiid 
a method to determine the genre of that piece. 

The overall quality ol tlic iiifoimation about thc hents per minutes and about therhythm structure depends on the genre of the 
examined piece. For pop and iock, and especially for dance music these data can be calculated extremely well. However, for 
jazz or classical music it is very difficult to detect an overall rhythm information. The strength of the resulting data is hence 
an important hint towards the genre of a music piece. 

3.4 Recognition and Vcrification of Vocals 

Foi the vscals recognition and verification we propose the application of the commonly used Linear Prediction Coding 
(LPC), refining i t  as described in [Ter74]. A problern is that normally the vocals do not appear as a single sound within the 
music track, and are always surrounded by other instrumental music. Arefined Filter technique has tobe used to isolate the 
vocals frcm the resr of the audio track. 

3.1.1 Digital - Voice Filter and LPC 

A key issue, as described above, is the separation of vocals and whai we would call "background noise" with respect to the 
vocals. The question arises how to separate these two information channels with respect to the fact that both interleave on 
some parl ot~ the frequency band. The tiequency band [hat can be rcproduced fiom CD-qualiry data spans from 20 Hz to 



20.000 Hz. Normally speecli can be found within 100 Hz and 6.000 Hz [Pfei99], however, musical instruments Cover alrnost 
thc whole range. 

Speech ;ind also vocals are produced in a special way, that can be physically modeled as a "lossless tube" filter The 
model is also ihe basic idea of all L.PC relaied speech coding Systems. In the LPC model speech is produced in the following 
way (ser Figure 4). 
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Figure 3 Frequency speclra and volume ot drum and bass 

(wGG~ Speech  * I 
lossless tube 'C r 

4 t t t"  i- 
Figure 4: Physical modrl of LPC 

The vocal traci 3s well as the throat and other parts of the human vocal system form some kind of a tube with wider and nar- 
rower sections. Consideiing this as lossless, hence no nasal cavity, this can be modeled m;ithematically as an IIR-filter (see 
Pigure 5). The coefficients for the filter are calciilated using rhe LPC. 



I' 

Y,, = C O;Y, . , 
i =  l 

The Parameter estiniation for Linear-Prediction-Filter coefficienls can be found in [Ter74] and[Goo97] 

Figure 5: IIR filter 

To recognize the vocals of a music piece wr are only interested in the voiced parts of the audio data, as for all nasal 
(unvoiced) sounds the assumptions of the model are not correct. The paranieters may be used for resynthesis, but the esti- 
mated Parameters are not robust. The voiced/unvoiced decision within our framework is based on the Center Clipping Pitch 
detectoi (CLIP) method [Rab76]. The operations to be performed on each frame are (see also Figure 6): 

Saiiipled Signal M 
Low-pass filtenng (0-900Hz) to remove 

vocal tract information 

Downsample appropiiate highest frequency 
(900 Hz) to sampling rate 2 kHz 

Set clipping level according to fraction 
(213) of pcak amplitude for beginning and end 

I Segments I 

Center clipping 

I I Compute autocorrehtion values I 
Pcak picking on aiirocorrelation resiilts 

Fifure 6: Algorithm to distinguish voiced from iinvoiced segments - pie-processing of a data frame to remove vocal tract information 
picking a clipping level and retain only those sample values that exceed the clipping level 
subtraction of clipping level for positive samples and adding of negative sample values 
compuiation of autocorrelation values of the cenier-clipped signal. 

The voicecllunvoiced decision is then based on absence or presence of appropriate peaks. Also an estimation of the pitch 
period can be derived by this analysis. Figure7 and Figure 8 show the basic steps of the algorithm. 



Based on the assumption that every human being has some features of the vocal tract ihat do not change while speaking or 
singing and which are also independent from the language we use linear orthogonal parameters to recognize the vocals. 
These Parameters are a subset of the LPC parameters of all voiced frames. Tbc computation of linear orthogonal parameters 
has been described in [Coo97]. 

As mentioned above we try to find a set of Parameters wliich are statistically uncorrelated. Linear prediction parameters 
are in general significantly redundant. To remove the redundancy we use a conventional eigenvector analysis [CraSl]. Tak- 
ing into account that we oniy iise those frames which we consider as voiced. the following calculation yields the orthogonal 
parameters ivhere R(k, I )  denotes the k-th orthogonal parameter in the I-th fiame. 

First the covariance matrix R of the Iinear prediction parameters of the voiced frames have to be calculated. If x(k, l )  
denotes the k-lh linear prediction parameter of the I-ih vviced framli, ihc clcmcnts of R are given hy the following equarions: 

Now these equations have to be solved to get the eigenvalue and the mutually orthogonal eigenvectors. 

h,e, = Re, ; /  = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  . . ,  p 

Thr output of the computation is a sei of linearly orthogonal Parameters R(k, 1 ) .  

The outpu: of the eigenvector analysis is a set of parameters which aie linearly uncorrelated. These parameters reflect the 
unchangeable characteristic of the vocal tract of the vocals to be recognized. The mean values of these parameters are suffi- 
cienr to recognize the vocals of a music piece. 

J Experimental ResuIts 

All expcriments have to be done on high quality digital audio data (CD-Quality data) because of the higher timelfrequency 
resolution. This is especially important to get the hest repiesentation of unchangeable vocal tract information for the singer 
recognition. The statistical data we obtained from our experiments were cdlculated based on a data sct consisting of 300 
pirces of 10 different arrists. 

4.1 Applause Detection 

The performance of conect detection of applause within the audio data varies with the amount of noise present, as noise has 
a similar energy distribution compared to applause. The presence of a similar noise in the data is however not very likely. 

Taking into account that mosr rhythm instruments which aie responsible for what we call the "beat" of a piece of music 
have the most significant amount of therr iiiluriiiational energy distributed in the frequency band from 20-150 Hz. a good 
record~ngequipment is needed to get these frequencies clean and strongly sampled. 



Another vital issue is the correct mixture of the left and right stereo channels. For now we only use single channel analysis. 
Mixing the two channels is vital for the informational quality of the data. For future research i t  may be interesiing to exam- 
ine the two C hannels separalely and later to correlate the gathered information to get more reliable classification resulls. 

Fig~ire 7: User intcrface for singer recognition analysis. Main window I analysis frarnc window I rcsult window 

4.2 Beat a n d  Drum Hecognitinn 

Besides 30'0 music clips (see above) we also used a set of 150 sound files recorded from metronome and from the rhythm 
section of u synthesizer as reference rhythm structures. Using these ieference data sets only consisting of beat data (metro- 
nome data) and of different rhythm data (walz, samha, foxtrolt from synthesizer) together with the 300 music clips recorded 
from CDs we could classify app. 80 percent of the examined music pieces correctly. The remaining 20 percent where the 
algorithni failed consisted mostly of jazz and of classical pieces. 

These t su l t s  show thar our genre recognition based on the idea of n rhythm detection works reliable for pop, rock or 
dance music. We classify all other genres an "unknown"; further work is needed to deterrnine the genre of jazz or classicol 
music. 

4.3 Vocal,s Recognition 

The retrieval and recognition performance of vocals which have been descrihed by our Parameters and srored in a database 
depends significantly on the rnetric used to conipare the data. The linear prediction orthogonal paranieters are by definition 
statisiically uncori-elated. A dissiniilariry teature is hencc givcn by the following equaiion: 



where . G,: avrrage value of orthogonal Parameters of recognized vocals 
X,: reference eigeni-alue of i-th Parameter 
j :  mw~::e number of frarnes in set for recognized vocals . 2,: mean value of I-th parameier of unknown singer 

Figr~re 8 Iiiteriace for speaker recognition 1 Output of every stage of Center clipping 

The dissiniilarity featurc has a goodperformance (see Figure 9). Figure 9 shows that datapoints for different pieces of Paul 
Simon from different records are located in a close neighborhood. Data points for Lionel Richie, Kenny Rogers and Joan 
Baez are located in othcr scctions. The overall performance of the linear prediction orthogonal Parameters was around 90 
percent for those pieces where only one artist was singing. However, for duets and chorus pieces the performance is much 
lower. In our future work we will have to think about mechanisms to deal wiih duets. 



Figare 9: Similarity of miisic clips 

coefficent # Paul Simonl Rodgersl 
Homeward Sound of Arnazing 

Round Silence 
Hello 

Grace 

Tahle 1: First three orthogonal linear prediction coefficienrs for different songs I artists 

5 Conclosions and Outlook 

In this paper we described the lCOR system which follows an MPEG-7 approach to index and retrieve music clips (audio 
and video). Unlike other Systems ICOR is based on a scene model from which the necessary algorithms are derived. In this 
paper we descrihed the detection of npplause. the rccognition of beats per minute and the recognition of ihe vocals (artist) of 
a music piece. However, these algorithms have tobe understood as a first step. We currently try to improve the performance 
of the exi!;ting algorithms, especially the reci~gnition of duets. We also develop new algorithms to improve the overall 



strength oT the uscr inteiface offering the functionality to play with the content of our System. New algorithms include for 
example a feaiure io measure the similarity of music clips. 
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